f. 1r-v  [Inc: Natus ante saecula ...] //luminis uetustas mundi depulerit genitus tenebras ...
Ut ipsos diuinitatis tue particeps deus facere digneris unice dei.

Notker Balbulus (Christmas, 25 December); AH 53.15; von den Steinen, 12;
Schaller-Koensgen 10034.

f. 1v  De sancto stephano sequencia. Hanc concordi famulatu colamus ... O stephane
signifer regis summi//

Notker Balbulus (St. Stephen, 26 December); AH 53.215; von den Steinen, 14;
Schaller-Koensgen 6070.

f. 2r-v  [Inc: Congaudent angelorum chori gloriosae uirgini ... concin]//unt prophetarum
chorus iubi[lat] ... esse digneris per euum.//

Notker Balbulus (Assumption of Mary, 28 August); AH 53.104; von den Steinen,
66; Schaller-Koensgen 2596.

f. 2v  //Interni festi gaudia nostr[a] ... cernens in gloria.//

Adam of St. Victor (St. Augustine, 28 August); AH 55.74; RH 9054; Walther
9494.
Parchment (fol. 1 is stained on the verso and has a large whole from use in a binding).  2 folios.  
Fol. 1 measures 315 x 207 mm; fol. 2 measures 250 x 127 mm (written space 212 x 148 mm).  1 column.  8 lines.  Ruled in ink.  Single vertical bounding line.  

Written in gothic script (littera textualis formata).  2-line initials at the beginning of sequences are in red, decorated with blue penwork, and are written on the vertical bounding line.  
1-line initials at the beginning of verses alternate red and blue.  Rubrics are written in red in the same script as the text.  Punctuation consists of the punctus.  Hyphenation is in the same ink as the text.  Musical notation in black on a four-line staff in red.  

Fol. 1 was used as the wrapper of a volume measuring at least 187 x 163 mm.  Fol. 2 was used as part of a wrapper for a volume measuring ca. 205 in height.  

Zinniker 123-1, 123-2.